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What a year!!
Thank you for taking the time to read my newsletter over the last 12
months.
Thank you also to so many of you that continue to attend the
business growth and support webinars that I run - you can register
for FREE https://actioncoach.co.uk/coaches/karl-morris/events/
The feedback is always so well received and I thank everyone for the
kind messages of support.
It is great to see that the newsletter continues to provide such great
business support
I have focussed this newsletter on everything around the power of
positivity - lets start 2021 in the right place!
It leaves me to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year
Regards
Karl
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Create the Right Mindset for You and Your Business
in 2021
As a business leader or business owner you have access to even more
information that can further sour your attitude and turn your focus
towards negative outcomes.
As you wrestle with the on slot of information and news, it is important to keep yourself in a positive
space.
If positive thinking doesn’t come naturally for you, there are steps you can take to put you and your
team in better mind space so you can navigate through di cult times.
Positive leaders not only have higher success, they tend to have work forces which remain solution
based and keep nding ways to move forward in the face of any crisis.
Acclaimed business thought-leader Brian Tracey has several keys to staying positive;
Remember that it’s your response that determines the outcome of a situation.
Use positive a rmations or phrases to chase off negative thoughts.
Find inspirational quotes and messages to bolster your positivity.
Decide to be happy by being grateful and assuming the people around you have the best of
i
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Challenge yourself to maintain a positive attitude when something goes wrong—show the world
how resilient and positive you are!

Staying positive doesn’t mean living in a fantasy or giving you license to avoid reality.
Become a conduit of con dence.
Through acceptance and resiliency, you can move yourself and your teams to constructive mindset.
Mental health professions say positive attitudes not only improve your lifestyle it can actually reduce
the impact of illness or diseases.
Larry Alton from Success.com in 2018, listed 7 practical tips to help you get more positive:
1. Start the day with positive a rmations
2. Focus on the good things, however small they are.
3. Find humour in bad situations.
4. Turn failures into lessons—and learn from them!
5. Transform negative self-talk into positive self-talk.
6. Focus on the present instead of getting mired in the past or losing your way in the future.
7. Find positive friends, mentors, and co-workers to support and encourage you.

Positive leaders are pragmatic and nd constructive options. They celebrate small victories and nd
productive ways to move forward.
Positive leaders are proactive, good listeners, and well-informed. These leaders demonstrate to the
collective that even in the face of insurmountable circumstances, negative outcomes are not
inevitable.
These ‘transformation’ leaders literally change the culture within organisations and alter the trajectory
of their business.
They say the laughter is contagious and so too is an optimistic culture. It can raise morale and
productivity. These self-aware leaders, model desired behaviour.
The cliché of “walking the walk and talking the talk” demonstrates to teams and staff members that
there is light at the end of the tunnel.
How do they do it?
They live in what ActionCOACH describes as “operating above the point of power/above the line.”
The Point of Power is the space where you focus on ownership, accountable and responsible
behaviour. When you blame others, make excuses and deny a situation actually exists it brings your
power down and while you live below this point you are powerless. Powerless leaders stop progress
and eliminate innovative thinking. They sti e creativity and deter solutions from being shared or even
developed. You can’t afford to live below the point for every long. Your business can’t either.
The most powerful leaders, those focused on action and positive outcomes, see failure as a lesson to
learn from and not a setback. They view obstacles as the catalyst for change and invention. Leaders
with positive outlooks inspire and motive others to nd think differently and nd new perspectives.

You can take tangible steps to further in uence their teams.
Connect on a 1:1 basis with team members.
Encourage and reward the right behaviours.
Focus on results; demand excellence but without retribution.
Chart a clear vision and reinforce goals and objectives regularly to everyone knows what direction
you are going and success looks like.
Ultimately, it is di cult to change anyone’s behaviour or actually alter their thinking, but practice
can help you change course.

To master any skill, practice is crucial to develop habits and keeping a positive mindset will take daily
work.

Develop positive habits and try unplugging from negative new sources if you nd yourself going
down the rabbit hole.
Make physical changes that will help you stay on course.
Discourage negative chatter and unproductive thinking by demonstrating a more productive
alternative.
Change noti cations on your phone, disconnect some from social media, create visual reminders
in your work space and get a buddy or mentor to keep you accountable and help you keep old
habits from creeping back in to your mindset.

After any crisis new and innovative solutions emerge from those who persist and refuse to be
consumed with negativity.
Those with positive outlooks nd ways to not only survive, but to thrive.
If you are looking to learn more about the power of a positive mindset and how you and your
business can achieve more - contact me on karlmorris@actioncoach.com or call me 07766 053306

